


Yr 10 into 11 Photography Project

Your work will be marked according to how well you’ve shown evidence of:

• Developing ideas through investigations informed by research- looking at 
artists and photographers

• Refining & Exploring ideas through media, sketches, photographs, 
manipulated photographs manually and on a device

• Recording ideas, in words, sketches and photographs around your idea
• Presenting a personal Response-This has to be informed by artists you’ve 

looked at  

For the rest of this term you will be taking your own photographs responding to the theme WHAT ARE YOU LIKE? 
These must be printed OR presented as a contact sheet on word/powerpoint. 

I have names of 3 of you who don’t have access to the internet. I will ping this over to Ms Cole to send onto you or 
send this to you myself. If you have a computer to save your photos to fab. If not save them on your camera’s/phones, 
so you can print them off when we are back at school. I will send you artists images to analyse which I expect you to 
continue to do. You can use any paper, but keep it ALL safe and bring in on our first lesson back.



Yr 10 into 11 Photography Project
Your work will be marked according to how well you’ve shown evidence of:

• Developing ideas through investigations informed by research- looking at artists and photographers
• Refining & Exploring ideas through media, sketches, photographs, manipulated photographs manually and on a 

device
• Recording ideas, in words, sketches and photographs around your idea
• Presenting a personal Response- This has to be informed by artists you’ve looked at  

For the rest of this term you will be taking your own photographs responding to the 
theme WHAT ARE YOU LIKE? 
These must be printed mounted and annotated OR presented as a contact sheet on 
word/powerpoint and uploaded to TEAMs

THEME: WHAT ARE YOU LIKE?
Analyse 3 artist’s altogether and take 15 photographs of/to represent each of the following

Your favourite Food – You’ve already done this

Your favourite place

Your favourite pastime/hobbie

Your favourite clothes/shoes

Your favourite time of day

Your favourite weather

Your favourite way of getting around (e.g. walking/bike)

An object that would represent you
Favourite objects/items/possessions

You (selfie)



THEME: WHAT ARE YOU LIKE?
Analyse 3 artist’s altogether and take 15 photographs 

of/to represent each of the following 

• Your favourite Food – You’ve already done this
• Your favourite place

• Your favourite pastime/hobbie
• Your favourite clothes/shoes

• Your favourite time of day
• Your favourite weather

• Your favourite way of getting around (e.g. walking/bike)
• An object that would represent you
• Favourite objects/items/possessions

• You (selfie)



Martina Lopez

Lisa Milroy

Julie Cockburn 
Manually 
manipulates 
old photos, by 
sewing, 
folding, collage

Andy Warhol-
Pop Artist

Hannah Höch



Andy Warhol . (B August 6, 1928 – February 22, 1987) was an American artist, 
film director, and producer who was a leading figure in the visual art movement 
known as POP ART. He believed you could made Art out of Everyday things. He 
used photographs and screen printing. His works explore the relationship 
between artistic expression, advertising, and celebrity culture that flourished by 
the 1960s, and span a variety of media, including painting, silkscreening, 
photography, film, and sculpture. Some of his best known works include the 
silkscreen paintings Campbell's Soup Cans (1962) and Marilyn Diptych (1962)



Martina Lopez is an American photographer whose digital 

media works combining landscapes and 19th-century portraiture 

produce eery and spiritual images that seem organic but are mostly 
computer generated. She uses her families anatomy mixed with 
images of people long deceased and places changed.



Julie Cockburn



Hannah Höch (Born 1 November 1889 – 31 May 1978) was a German Dada artist. (An art movement that rejected logic or 

reason)
She is best known for her work of the Weimar period, and is known for her provocative photomontage compositions that explore 

Weimar-era perceptions of gender and ethnic differences. She was one of the originators of photomontage. Photomontage, is a type of 
collage in which the pasted items are actual photographs, or photographic reproductions pulled from the press and other widely 

produced media.



Lisa Milroy: Born in Vancouver 
Canada 1959. Now lives and works 
in London

Dresses 1985 Shoes 1983

Hardware 1991

Records 1989

Lightbulbs 
1988







Basic Annotation of your workEach page or 

group of works include this

Why did you make the work? 

Your intension, what were you investigating within the project/theme? Materials, ideas, compositions, 

lighting to show texture and form

How did you find it?

Personal response… Be honest, what did you find a challenge and how did you overcome it?

What did you learn?

What were your strengths/weaknesses and how would improve /develop these e.g. ‘I need to work large 

using a bigger paintbrush’. ‘I need to use people of differing ages to model for me’. 

How might you re-use the technique/idea if you were to do it 

again?



• Sentence starters when writing about an image.

• I can see…………………….

• The Picture /Photo shows…………..

• The photograph/picture shows – rule of thirds/ 
leading lines/ texture/ harmonious/clashing 
colours/framed images/high contrast/ dramatic 
lighting 

• When researching it I found out……………………………….

• I found it hard to 
research…………………………………………….

• It reminds me of……………………………..

• It makes me feel…………………………………..

• It has given me the idea………………….

• It has raised some questions, such 
as…………………………..

• In response to this I 

could……………………………………………….


